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Q: Does your jailbreak firmware work with the latest official firmware installed on my player?
A: Yes, our jailbreak works with any firmware version installed, including the latest version.
Q: How does the jailbreak work, do I need to open my player?
A: Our USB-TTL jailbreak for the Oppo UDP/BDP players needs to be flashed using an USB-TTL to serial interface
connected from your computer to the Oppo mainboard’s flash port, so yes, the player (housing) needs to be opened.
For BDP-105(D) and UDP-205 models additionally the audioboards inside the housing need to be removed to get
access to the firmware flash port on the player’s mainboard. The Cambridge Audio CXUHD firmware can also be
flashed using this method, but it is only needed if your CXUHD has already an older jailbreak firmware installed. For
CXUHD players with original firmware installed we recommend using the simple USB jailbreak method.
Our simple USB jailbreak - available for the Cambridge Audio CXUHD player - can be installed without a USB-TTL
interface and without opening the case just by updating the player with our firmware from a USB flash drive.
Q: Which USB-TTL serial interface/cables do I need to buy and where? Are these items expensive?
A: We will provide Amazon links to the interface and adapter cables needed for the USB-TTL jailbreak. These parts
are not expensive: Interface ~ € 8/ $ 11 Cables: ~ € 10/ $ 8
Q: Do I lose any warranty when I open my BDP/UDP-Player?
A: No, you don’t lose any warranty as there is no sealing of the player’s housing. As long as you don’t damage any
hardware inside it’s not apparent if the player was opened or not.
Q: I’m not technically savvy and afraid to open my player, isn’t it very difficult?
A: No, it’s not difficult at all. The jailbreak procedure is rather fast (about 20 minutes) and easy for BDP-103(D) and
UDP-203 models. However, for BDP-105(D) and UDP-205 models you need more time (about 45 minutes) and you
need to be very careful when removing the audioboards and connectors inside before the jailbreak procedure, also
afterwards during reinstallation.
Anyway, if you wish we can help you step-by-step with the whole procedure over Skype for free!
Q: If there’s an official firmware update available, how long does it take for the updated jailbreak firmware to be
released and how can I get it?
A: Usually it takes 8-10 weeks after the release of the new official firmware for the jailbreak firmware to be
released. As a previous customer you will receive every updated jailbreak firmware from us for free as soon as it its
available automatically delivered to your E-Mail address.
Q: Can I flash back the official/original firmware easily?
A: Yes, you can easily flash back any official firmware version with the USB-TTL method, we can provide detailed
instructions about that. With the simple USB jailbreak installed on your CXUHD player you can just overwrite your
player with the original firmware.
Q: Are self-made/self-authored SACD-R discs supported (for example made with Philips SuperAuthor)?
A: No, only 1:1 copies/rips of original SACD-discs are officially supported by our firmware.
Q: Does your jailbreak firmware support “AutoScript” for mounting network shares via USB drive?
A: No, script executions in our firmware have been disabled for security reasons.

If you have any more questions, don’t hesitate to contact us!
https://www.OPPO-JB.com

